
Write my essay for me
Hello, dear readers of the blog. This small form of literary creation originated in France. Translated
from French, the word "essay" means "experience, attempt, sketch."

This is a series of fragmented impressions, momentary observations, strokes and shades, which the
author recalls for one reason or another. To better imagine how the essay is written, imagine what
you are being asked to think about the word “waltz”. Associations will appear in your head (dance,
Vienna, old ball, school waltz, first waltz), your own memories, quotes from classical works.

In the process of working on an essay, you will understand that such an enumeration links together
the pictures that have arisen, and you will complete it only when the flow of associations stops.
How  and  when  did  the  essay  originate  An  essay  is  a  prose  genre  of  small  volume  and  free
composition. In simple words this is a composition-reasoning.

The first  to write them was journalists.  From newspapers and magazines, short notes gradually
moved to the pages of fiction.

The great French thinkers D. Didro and FM. Voltaire turned the essay into the original genre of
philosophy.  An example of  how to  write  such things  was the famous book by M. Montaigne,
“Experiments”.

Essay Notes

Fashion for everything French has made the essay popular in Europe. The Age of Enlightenment
brought echoes of essay to Russia. The first Russian journalists led by N.I. Novikov began to try
their hand at writing notes on topical topics.

The essayist in a free form tells the reader about the social problems that concern him, shares his
life experience.
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Every student must know the rules for writing an essay. Short exam essays help answer questions of
the  text  proposed  for  analysis,  reveal  creative  potential,  demonstrate  the  ability  to  think
independently.

Types of Essays

An essay is a kind of literature that suggests that such an essay is determined by its theme and
purpose. Depending on this essay it happens:

• literary critical;
• historical;
• philosophical;
• spiritual and religious.
• In form, this small genre is close to a personal diary, letter, essay (what is this?), Reviews

(what is this?), Review.

What is an essay its plan and structure We will call the signs of the essay, which make it possible to
understand that this, for example, is not an essay, not an article, and not a sketch.
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Small volume. The author writes extensively, the reader quickly runs through the eyes.
Free structure (composition). In pure form, the works of this genre do not have a strict structure. It
is  allowed to start  right  away with the arguments,  then go on to pose the problem. Or draw a
conclusion at the beginning, and leave the conversation about the reasons “for dessert”.
At  school,  for  the  sake  of  the  convenience  of  the  reviewers  and  the  writers  themselves,  it  is
proposed to adhere to a certain essay structure. It is as follows: statement of the problem arguments
(1st, 2nd, 3rd) conclusion. The presence of a problem. Despite the fact that the plan for writing an
essay has a free composition, the idea of the writer should unfold around one problem stated at the
beginning  of  the  text.  All  arguments  voiced  in  the  main  part  are  required  to  illustrate  it  and
smoothly bring the reader to resolution.  In conclusion,  it is necessary to explicitly or indirectly
voice your thoughts.
Individual style. It doesn’t matter what essay you write: historical or philosophical its obligatory
feature should be a bright and rich language, original style. This tradition is rooted in journalism.
Individual style
The author of a newspaper article runs the risk of being forgotten immediately after reading it, so
the  journalist  tries  to  make his  speech memorable.  Each experienced newsboy has  a  signature
technique, a highlight.

When writing an essay, it is important to “turn on” personal charm and make your text live, not like
the others.
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